Abstract-Artificial potential field (APF) is well established for reactive navigation of robots. Initially, this paper describes a fast and robust fuzzy-APF on an ActivMedia AmigoBot platform. Obstacle-related information is fuzzified just by sensory fusion which results in shorter runtime. The membership functions of obstacles' range and direction have been also merged into one function for smaller block of rules. The fuzzy-APF is tested and verified virtually with non-concave obstacles. Main contribution of this article is a new approach to motion modeling. The goal is to discover decision making behaviors of the robot in wayfinding. A novel decision modeling technique is developed based on capabilities of the fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) and supervised learning using the genetic algorithm (GA). Decision productions for moving from one sub-space to another are modeled in form of decision matrices. The robot trajectory under supply of such decision matrices has likelihood of nearly 90% with its trajectory under the APF. Replication of robot motion is therefore achieved by modeling its decision behaviors in form of tangible matrices.
INTRODUCTION
In reactive navigation, a robot's task is to locally explore the space in seek of a target while avoiding obstacles or certain regions. Path planning strategy adopted by a reactive mobile robot is therefore based on route-like spatial cognition through sensory information and motion control. One of the established techniques is based on utilization of the artificial potential fields (APF) [1, 2] . APF strategy is to make a compromise between target seeking behavior with the target attracting the robot, and obstacle avoidance behavior with the obstacles repelling the robot.
In fuzzy-APF, the inputs of obstacle and target orientations are fuzzified and given to usually a rule-base inference engine for generating control outputs. Ideally, in a space with nonconcave obstacle or cul-de-sac, a robot working under an APF algorithm can simply navigate. There are many techniques for reactive control of mobile robots such as graph-based [3] , virtual wall [4] , memory-based [5] , potential fields [1, 6] , etc. A summary of the recent methods is given in [2] .
II. ROBOT NAVIGATION USING FUZZY-APF
ActivMedia AmigoBot is chosen as the mobile robot of this research ( Figure 1) . A standard fuzzy-APF algorithm is developed for reactive navigation of the robot in environments with only non-concave obstacles. The robot is equipped with sonar range-finders and self-localization sensors for online local navigation, i.e., APF with one known target (attractor) and unknown obstacles (repeller). The robot working under APF is regarded as an example of intelligent traveler. The robot's brain (a microprocessor or a PC) can be actually connected to the platform via wired or wireless connection. However, in this research, a standard ActivMedia simulator has been used for virtual experiments.
Figure1. ActivMedia AmigoBot used as an intelligent traveler A rule-based strategy is developed for APF navigation of the AmigoBot. Table 1 shows a set of 12 rules which coordinates obstacle avoidance and target seeking behaviors. The fuzzy grades of membership functions for obstacles and target are: obstacle at left (OL), in front (OF), at right (OR), and target at left (TL), in front (TF), at right (TR), all relative to the robot's heading direction. There is another state of having no-obstacle shown by (NO) for the short sighted robot. The state of no-obstacle allows for merging all obstacle-related information including distance and directional ones, i.e., the weight OL+OF+OR+NO=1. Obstacle-related data is fuzzified only by fusion of sensory information. These result in smaller size of the rule-set and therefore shorter runtime. ) show the membership functions of obstacle and target orientation relative to the robot's heading direction. Sensor grouping strategy for detection of obstacle at left, front and right is as follows. The left group includes sensors s0, s1, s2 at +90°, +44°, +12°, while sensors s1, s2, s3, s4 at +44°, +12°, -12°, -44° form the front group, and s3, s4, s5 at -12°, -44°, -90° form the right group. Fuzzy grades of OL, OF, and OR are obtained from sensory fusion with respect to the function of Figure 2 The inference mechanism of Table 1 accounts for the brain of the robot. The control outputs are the linear velocity (v) and the steering (s) to be applied to robot actuators. Velocity might get low (VL), high (VH), or (VU) for unchanged velocity. Steering control is represented by (SL) for turning to left, (SR) for turning to right, or (SU) for no-change. From calculation of the rules, aggregation, and defuzzification, the outputs are derived (Eq. 1, and Eq. 2). This is similar to intelligent and biological systems where the brain makes muscles and bones move. The APF of this project is expert-defined. However, it provides a fair level of intelligence for unguided wayfinding of the robot. It is stressed that there might be only non-concave obstacles present in the environment. More complex situations are described by the authors using an extended APF algorithm for tackling concave obstacles and cul-de-sac [2] . Table 1 . Fuzzy rules R1 through R12
As depicted in Figure 3 , there are several trajectory examples available from experimental results using standard simulation software from ActivMedia. At each time instance, the fuzzified values of obstacle and target orientations are given to the rule-based inference mechanism. The outputs of velocity and steering controls are then derived, defuzzified, and applied to the robot actuators. Therefore, the robot efficiently navigates towards the target while avoiding the obstacles.
III. APF-BASED MOTION MODELING
Reactive motion of mobile robots can be governed by artificial potential fields (APF). The robot's trajectory is made up from motion production that is series of successive path segments. A robot working under APF is an intelligent traveler since it can make decisions for each of the path segments at time instances, i.e., decision productions. Each path segment or production P i can be shown by a displacement vector with a length d i and a change in heading direction ԕ i . Alternatively, in order to reduce the effect of sampling frequency, the length of a production P i can be defined in terms of robot's own linear velocity (v). The motion production is therefore defined P i = (v i , ԕ i ) as shown in Figure 4 . In this article, it is proposed and shown that from observation of successive motion productions, corresponding decision productions can be extracted. This is similar to discovering the motion control algorithm or the way the robot thinks for making its trajectory through the environment, i.e., wayfinding. The goal is to replicate the wayfinding behaviors of the robot or any other intelligent or biological traveler, e.g., mobile robot working under an unknown navigation algorithm, human subject, etc.
For the scenario of Figure 4 , it is supposed that the robot's control algorithm is unknown. However, the robot's selfkinematical and environmental information such as exerted forces are known. Therefore, at any time instance t i , the robot's velocity and heading are available as v i or linear velocity, ԕL i = s i (where 0< s i < +180) and ԕR i = -s i (where 0 > s i > -180) or the amounts of turn to left or right. In addition, the fuzzy grades of obstacle and target at t i or (OL, OF, OR, NO, TL, TF, TR) i reveal the environmental information.
Therefore, there are 10 motion concepts describing the robot's status at any time. These will be the inputs to the robot for making a decision for the following motion production which is v i+1 and ԕ i+1 . The goal is to discover what decision has been made by the robot by looking at these inputs and outputs using an appropriate decision modeling strategy.
IV. PROPOSED DECISION MODELING ALGORITHM
The decision modeling strategy is based on capabilities of causal inference mechanism offered by fuzzy cognitive map (FCM). FCM [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] is a graph-like soft computing tool that is based on fuzzy logic (FL) and neural network (NN) methodologies. FCM is widely used in all areas of AI using complementary learning techniques. Figure 5 shows how the 10 motion concepts are used to define the FCM's concepts or nodes, i.e., c 1 ... c 10 , while on the other hand, the graph of causal interactions, i.e., the matrix of FCM's events or edges {e 1,1 ... e 1,10 ; ... ; e 10,1 ... e 10,10 } is used to represent the decisional behaviors.
FCM works in a cyclic fashion where during each cycle the weights of the affecting concepts are multiplied by the weights of their effects on the affected concepts. Summations of these amounts are then squashed into a certain range using a logistic function and assigned to the affected concepts as their new weights. The difference between the formula of definition (Eq. 3) and incremental is in defining the initial weights of the concepts [9] . FCM is run for unlimited number of cycles until convergence, i.e., formation of a decision. The finalized concepts' weights represent the decision output of the FCM. FCM is therefore used to anticipate a future action, i.e., the successive path segment or motion production P i+1 . Now if the anticipated P i+1 happens to be similar to the one actually made by the robot in terms of steering (s) and velocity (v), then the FCM has just replicated the robot's decision making behavior. And the related decision matrix, i.e., the matrix of FCM interactions, accounts for that specific decision for making P i+1 after P i . The problem to tackle is to discover which set of event weights or matrix of interactions could make this come true. In other words, which weights have to be assigned to e 1,1 … e 10,10 in order for the FCM to anticipate P i+1 correctly. This problem is resolved using a supervised learning strategy for determining the FCM event weights at time instances. There are many approaches to train FCM models [12] [13] [14] [15] . Heuristic search and the genetic algorithm (GA) are widely used as FCM training and tuning techniques as adopted in this research [13] .
In fact, each event weight of the FCM implies two pieces of information in a single trait. One is called causality, and the other intensity of the event. In graphical representation, an FCM event is shown by a signed weighted edge starting from the affecting node and pointing towards an affected one. For example, the causal effect of concept c 1 on c 2 can be shown by e 1,2 = -0.45 within range of (-1, 1). This means that c 1 has a negative influence on c 2 with 0.45 units of intensity. When necessary, the event weights can be magnified to other ranges (-b, b) while the gain of the FCM formula must be set to (1/b). In this method, the range of the events was chosen (-100, 100) for efficient binary computation, i.e., assigning only 1 byte per event instead of 4 bytes as in the floating-point format. Accordingly, each event matrix is represented by 10×10=100 event weights within (-100, 100) where each weight is encoded as one signed byte (8 binary bits), i.e., within range (-127, +127). For example, e 1,2 is represented by 10101101.
Having FCM events ordered as {e 1,1 … e 1,10 ; e 2,1 … e 2,10 ; … ; e 10,1 … e 10,10 }, a single binary string with length of 100 bytes is used to record their weights in the same order. In fact, this binary string contains the entire event matrix. It is therefore an overall representation of the decisional behaviors shown by the traveler. Such information plays the key role in the FCMbased decision making. Therefore, by loading different binary values into this string, different motion productions will be generated by the FCM. The goal is to find the fittest binary values, i.e., chromosomes containing 100 event weights, by which the FCM can generate quite the same decision productions as actually generated by the robot at each decision point. The genetic algorithm (GA) is used to obtain the fittest decision productions. The binary string of encoded event weights is used as a chromosome. For example {11000100, 10001011, 00011010 … 00010101} represents causality weights of {e 1,1 = -68, e 1,2 = -11, e 1,3 = +34 … e 10,10 = +21}.
Production P i+1 is used as the GA cost function for fitness scoring. The FCM must learn how to generate a decision by which it can replicate the same motion production made by the robot. In order to train the FCM, the initial population (N chromosomes) is generated. Then, the following steps are repeated until a solution is found which accounts for the fittest decision trial, i.e., matrix of edges. At first, each chromosome is fed to the FCM which means it is decoded and assigned to the matrix of FCM events. The FCM is then run to generate a decision production. The decision production is used to predict P i+1 . According to the amount of error between the actual and the predicted P i+1 , a fitness score is assigned to each chromosome. Then, two members from the current population are selected for the next reproduction. The chance of being selected is proportional to the chromosomes' fitness using a roulette wheel technique. Finally, through crossover and mutation, a new generation is created for next GA run.
The following pseudocode shows much of the learning algorithm. The first WHILE loop evaluates the GA-trails of event matrices by feeding them into the FCM and measuring the fitness of the resulted outputs. The second WHILE loop show how FCM is run for generating decisions for motion. 
V. ROBOT NAVIGATION USING DECISION MATRICES
The performance of the developed decision modeling system has been evaluated using ActivMedia and MATLAB simulation. At first, the AmigoBot was put to experiment to explore several virtual environments under control of the developed fuzzy-APF algorithm as described in Section 2. While the robot was navigating in the environments, at time instances, the fuzzified grades of obstacle and target orientation, i.e., OL, OF, OR, NO, TL, TF, TR, and the amounts of steering (ԕL, ԕR or changes in heading direction to left and right), and velocity (V) were extracted from ActivMedia simulator and recorded into a data-base. Therefore, each record of the data-base would represent the environmental and self-kinematical information of a single motion production as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Tracking and recording of the robot motion concepts at time instances For learning each of the available paths of Figure 3 , the corresponding data-base (sequence of motion productions) is loaded into the decision modeling software developed in MATLAB. For learning each segment of the loaded path, two records of the data-base have to be used, i.e., one for loading the initial weights of the FCM nodes, and another for GA fitness test. Accordingly, a new data-base of decision matrices was obtained. Each decision matrix accounts for robot behavior in moving from one sub-space to another. In order to test the sanity of the matrix-like decisions a new motion planning software was created in ActivMedia simulator. However, instead of using APF-based navigation algorithm, the data-base of decision matrices was used for motion planning. Figure 6 shows a sample trajectory obtained from the ActivMedia simulator under control of the data-base of decision matrices. At each sub-space, e.g., the robot at a point in vicinity of the obstacle, all of the 10 motion concepts describing self-kinematical and environmental factors are detected. These are then compared against the data-base from which the corresponding decision matrix is selected and retrieved. An FCM is then run using available motion concepts (loaded into its nodes) and the selected decision matrix (loaded into its edges). Upon FCM convergence, a motion production (v, s: (ԕL, ԕR)) is generated for navigating the robot towards the successive sub-space.
With a high precision of up to 90% (likelihood) through more experiments, the path generated by this method is identical with the one generated by the APF algorithm in the ActivMedia simulator. There are two possible approaches for generation of error graphs from comparison of the path in Figure 6 with the path generated under APF control. In one-toone method, the robot's 2D coordinates are compared at time instances (Eq. 4) where the paths generated under decision matrices and the fuzzy-APF control are called DM and APF respectively. The augmented error however can be obtained from the ɉ function of Eq. 5 which gives the overall amount of error (E t ) between the two paths over elapsed time (t). A fast and robust approach was described for robot motion control in typical environments with non-concave obstacles. There are two types of motion concepts in an APF-based navigation algorithm: self-kinematical concepts including linear velocity and steering to left and right, and environmental concepts including target and obstacle information, i.e., fuzzy grades of relative orientation at left, front, and right. A new decision modeling technique was described based on the concept of fuzzy-APF. The motion concepts are used to set the weights of nodes in FCM. The weights of FCM edges are tuned using GA-based supervised learning. The decisions for moving from one sub-space to another are determined and recorded as matrices. Using such data-base of decision matrices the robot motion is controlled in any environment of the same type. This research is in progress for any kind of intelligent traveler. Future applications include path prediction, security, and surveillance where prediction of intelligent motion is required.
